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Approaches	in	presenta&on	

Empirical	Data	

•  Neuropsychology:	
for	ra&onale	and	
methodological	
analysis:	

•  See	Shallice	
Cogni&ve		
Neuropsychology	
2015	

Theore0cal	framework	

•  Connec&onism	
(but	not	minimalist	
variety):	

•  See	Shallice	&	
Cooper	–	The	
Organisa&on	of	
Mind	Oxford,	
2011.	



Syndromes	to	be	discussed	

•  1.	Dynamic	Aphasia	
•  2.	Seman&c	Demen&a,	Category-Specific	
Seman&c	Impairments	

•  3.	Phonological	Output	Buffer	and	Graphemic	
Output	Buffer	Impairments	



Issues	
•  1..	What	are	the	

interfaces	between	
language	and	non-
language	processes	
(mainly	syndrome	1;	
some	syndromes	2)	

•  2.	To	what	extent	does	
language	use	mechanisms	
specific	to	itself	and	to	
what	extent	do	general-
purpose	cor&cal	
principles	apply?	(mainly	
syndromes	3;	some	
syndromes	2)	

•  1.Dynamic	Aphasia	
•  2.	Seman&c	Demen&a,	

Category-Specific	
Seman&c	Impairments	

•  3.	Phonological	Output	
Buffer	and	Graphemic	
Output	Buffer	
Impairments	



Dynamic	Aphasia	(Luria)	

•  Subtype	of	transcor&cal	motor	aphasia	
•  Luria	(1970)	reported	that	when	pa&ents	with	
dynamic	aphasia	were	engaged	in	a	task	
requiring	them	to	tell	a	story	they	complained	
of	an	‘...	emp&ness	in	the	head...’	as	if	their	
thoughts	‘...	stand	s&ll	and	don’t	move...’		

•  On	the	other	hand	were	said	to	answer	
ques&ons	appropriately	



Dynamic	Aphasic	Pa&ents	
Type	1		
•  ANG	(Robinson,	Blair	&	Cipolo0,	1998)	

–  59	yr	old,	female,	re&red	gene&cs	lecturer	
–  malignant	meningioma.	 		

•  CH	(Robinson,	Shallice	&	Cipolo0,	2005)		
–  60	yr	old,	male,	re&red	engineer		
–  Frontotemporal	demen&a	→	non-fluent	progressive	aphasia.		



Quan&ta&ve	Produc&on	Analysis:	Berndt	et	al,	2000	
(Sample	from	Descrip&on	of	Complex	Scenes)	

Type 1  
Controls 

ANG 
 

CH 

Speech Rate  
(words per min) 

29.2 12.0 160.8 (SD 37) 

Proportion of Verbs 
(V/N+V) 

0.39 0.44 0.48 (SD 0.06) 

The	lifle	spontaneous	speech	ANG	did	produce	was	well	ar&culated	
with	normal	prosody	and	correct	syntac&c	structure.	(See	later)	
	



Two	Dynamic	Aphasia	Pa&ents:	lesion	sites	

ANG:	frontal	meningioma	
	 *	 anterior	 part	 of	 the	 leh	
inferior	frontal	gyrus		
	*	BA45	+++,	BA44	++	

CH:	focal	atrophy		
	*	fronto-temporal	demen&a	
	*	leh	BA	44	“moderately	atrophic”	
leh	BA	43,45,46	“mildly	atrophic”;	
righmrontal	normal		

Le:	Inferior	Frontal	+	44,	45	and	47	



Language	Examina&on:	Word	
Processing	

ANG CH 
Word Comprehension Synonyms 
Test 
 
British Picture Vocab. Scale 
 

 
25-50th %ile 

 
- 

 
75-90th %ile 

 
145/150 

Oral Naming  
Graded Naming Test 
 

 
75th %ile 

 
75-90th %ile 

Repetition  
Single Words 

 
30/30 

 
169/180 

Reading 
NART 75-90th %ile  

 
25-50th %ile  



Problem	specific	to	language	

•  Fluency	tasks	–	generate	as	many	X	as	possible	
in	a	fixed	&me	eg	60s	

•  1.	Verbally	specified	
•  2.	Designs	consis&ng	of	4	lines	
•  3.	Gestures	using	the	upper	limbs	
•  4.	Movements	of	a	joy	s&ck	



CH:	Nonverbal	Genera&on	–	purely	verbal	
problem	 Total Number Generated 

 
Gesture Fluency 
eg Make different positions with your hands. 

CH Controls (n=10) 

                     a. Meaningful movements 
                     b. Meaningless movements 
 

13 
26 

16.0 (4.9) 
22.0 (5.8) 

 

Design Fluency 
eg Draw abstract designs with 4 straight lines. 
                     a. Free Condition 11 11.8 (4.4) 

                     b. Fixed Condition 17 12.6 (4.3) 

Random Motor Movement Generation 
eg Move joystick at tone. 

% Total Responses (s.d.) 
CH Controls (n=10) 

4 Options: Up/Down/Left/Right 

                      Repeats 39 26.2 (5.8) 

                      Opposites 24 27.0 (8.6) 

                      Other 37 46.8 (10.0) 



Two	Dynamic	Aphasia	Pa&ents:	lesion	sites	

ANG:	frontal	meningioma	
	 *	 anterior	 part	 of	 the	 leh	
inferior	frontal	gyrus		
	*	BA45	+++,	BA44	++	

CH:	focal	atrophy		
	*	fronto-temporal	demen&a	
	*	leh	BA	44	“moderately	atrophic”	
leh	BA	43,45,46	“mildly	atrophic”;	
righmrontal	normal		

Le:	Inferior	Frontal	+	44,	45	and	47	



Phonemic	versus	Design	and	Gesture		
Fluency	(Robinson	et	al	Brain	2012)	
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Lat

Sup
Medial

Healthy

phonemic
design
gesture

40 frontal patients: Specific Left Lateral problem in 
fluency is restricted to phonemic fluency  



Sentence	Genera&on	Tasks	
	 	 	 	 																Type	1 	 		
	 	 	 	 	 	ANG	 			CH				 				

Sentence	Genera&on	from:	
 
a single	common	word	e.g.	phone																	2/15					11/20	
							
	picture	of	single	object	e.g																															0/6												nt									

				
	picture	of	scene	e.g.																																										34/34				20/20 					
	
e.g.(ANG)	 	 

			“	a	boy	and	a	girl	riding	an	elephant”	
	
	
	
	
Reporter’s	Test 	 	 		 	14/14					15/15 	 		

(Token	Test	in	reverse)	e.g.(ANG)		
“You	have	selected	four	squares	
and	four	circles	.	You	have	tapped	
the	circles	harder	than	the	squares”	



Dynamic	Aphasia;	Func&onal	
Localisa&on	

•  Levelt’s	model	of	speech	
produc&on	

•  Given	ANG	is	not	
agramma&c	and	has	no	
phonological	problems		

•  Most	plausible	loca&on	-	
Conceptualiser	



Jackendoff	(2002)	“Beethoven	likes	
that	Schubert	writes	music”	

Phrasal semantics – Preverbal message- impaired in dynamic aphasia 
type I 

LIFG UNIFICATION – Binding of content to an abstract 
(programmable?)  node in a hierarchical structure 



Badre	&	D’Esposito	(JCN	2007)	
•  Four	types	of	experiment	
•  Each	type	–	2	lines	on	the	

diagram	eg	A	and	B,	C	and	D....	
•  For	each	type	either	1,2	or	4	

choices	of		response	in	different	
blocks	of	trials	

•  (For		the	first	line	of	each	exp	
(i.e.	A,	C...)	the	responses	
indicated	are	for	choice	set	of	2)	

•  Which	aspect	of	s&mulus		is	
cri&cal	on	that	trial	is	
determined	by	the	colour	of	the		
border	



Badre	&	D’Esposito	(2007)	

•  As	the	decision	
becomes	more	abstract	
cri&cal	region	becomes	
more	anterior		

•  ie	A->B->C->D	



Sentence	Genera&on	Test:	
S&muli	and	Predic&ons	

	

Generate	a	whole	
sentence	that	includes	the	
word… 

Frontal Patients 
Posterior Patients 
Healthy Controls 

 
LIFG Non-LIFG 

High Frequency Words  
glass 

 
X 

 
√ 

 
√ 
 

Low Frequency Words  
 kite 

 
√ 
 

 
√ 
 

 
√ 
 

Proper Nouns  
     Gandhi 

 
√ 
 

 
√ 
 

 
√ 
 

Selection  
Demands 



* = p < 0.001, LIFG patients vs. Non-LIFG patients & Controls 



Maps	into	selec&on	demands	studies	in	
func&onal	imaging	

•  Eg	Thompson-Schill			et	
al	1997	

•  Badre	et	al	2005	–	
judgement	specificity		



Crescen&ni	et	al	2009	

•  Genera&on	of	noun	given	
verb	and	vice	versa	

•  Low	selec&on	demands	(LS)	
eg	can->	to	drink*	54%	vs.	can	
->	to	open	9%	

•  High	selec&on	demands	(HS)	
eg	lamp	>	to	turn	on	46%	vs	
lamp	->	to	light	up	37%	

•  Also	weak	(WA)	vs	strong	
(SA)associa&ve	strength	

Trans	from	Italian	



Dynamic	Aphasia	Studies	Conclusion:	
Selec&on	and	Sentence	Genera&on	I	

1.  Low frequency words or proper names – have smaller number of 
associations so much more limited competition of associations 
than for high frequency 

2.  Plausibly due to an analogue of the cue-overload (Watkins & 
Watkins, 1976) or fan effect in memory:  A-B A-C vs A-B D-E 

 

 



Dynamic	Aphasia	Studies	Conclusion:	
Selec&on	and	Sentence	Genera&on	II	

 
3. Effects occurring at the conceptualiser level (on Levelt’s 
framework) and appear to be specific to     language.  Hence at the 
level of generation of preverbal message (which may be misnamed!). 
 Note from a linguistic perspective – it plausibly involves 
Jackendoff’s abstract semantic hierarchy – events, situations, objects 
 
4. Yet  a simple phenomenon known  from the memory literature - 
cue overload -  also operates exceedingly strongly within the highest 
level of the language production system – presumably because it 
derives from a very general property of neural nets, out of which the 
language system is built. 

 

 



The	comprehension	interface	-
Seman&cs,	language	and	embodiment:	

two	syndromes	

•  Seman&c	demen&a	 •  Category-specific	
disorders	



AB	(Warrington	1975)	–	spontaneous	
wri&ng	



How	did	Warrington	(1975)	detect	the	scien&fic	
interest	of	AB	ini&ally	clinically?	

•  Progressive	Matrices	–	top	
5%ile	

•  WAIS	–	Picture	
Arrangement	subtest	–	
second	easiest	item;	what	is	
missing?	

•  AB	–	“I	have	never	been	
interested	in	dogs”	





Seman&c	Demen&a:	Dissocia&ons	
•  1.	Intact	IQ	(eg	Raven’s	Matrices)	
•  2.	Intact	sensory	and	perceptual	processes	(prior	to	
level	of	meaning)	

•  3.	Intact	short-term	memory	(eg	span)	
•  4.	Intact	episodic	memory	of	non-seman&c	
characteris&cs	(Hodges	group)	

•  5.	Rela&vely	intact	syntax,	phonology	and	
orthography		

•  BUT	all	types	of	knowledge	eg	of	the	significance	
(and	name)	of	objects,	word	meanings	etc	grossly	
reduced	



Seman&c	demen&a	as	a	syndrome	eg	
Hodges	et	al	(1992)	

•  5	Demen&ng	Pa&ents	
•  Eg	Picture	sor&ng:	three	levels	
•  1.	Living	thing	vs	Artefact	
•  2.	Categories:	land	animal	vs	sea	creature	vs	
bird	

•  3.	Afribute/Subordinate:	Bri&sh	vs	non-Bri&sh	
animal;	electrical	vs	non-electrical	item	

, 



Seman&c	demen&a	as	a	func&onal	
syndrome	eg	Hodges	et	al	(1992)	

•  5	Demen&ng	Pa&ents	
•  Down	on	purely	verbal	seman&c	
memory	tests	too	(eg	defini&ons;	
category	fluency)	

controls 
(mean, SD) 
 



Mion	et	al	(Brain	2010)	
•  Differences	between	

normalised	cerebral	
metabolic	rate	of	glucose	
between	seman&c	
demen&a	pa&ents	(n=21)	
and	healthy	control	

•  Glucose	is	a	primary	source	
of	energy	for	the	brain,	and	
hence	its	availability	
influences	psychological	
processes.		



Rogers	et	al	(2004)	‘Hub’	model	of	
seman&cs	

•  Full	conceptual	model	
and	part	simulated		

•  From	Lambon-Ralph,	
Lowe	and	Rogers	
(Brain	2007)		

•  Seman&cs	–	
heteromodal	(ie	
equally	verbal/non-
verbal)	



Rogers	et	al	‘hub’	`model	simula&on	

Semantic  dementia 
patients and model (with 
disconnection lesions) on 
picture-naming  

Psychol Rev 2004 



A	problem	for	the	hub	model:	visual	seman&cs	-
RM	(Lauro-Grofo	et	al,	1997)	

•  Seman&c	demen&a	–	leh	
temporal	more	
atrophied	than	right	

•  Which	of	3	items	(eg	
detergent,	car	tax	
s&cker,	scarf)	goes	with	
another	(eg	windscreen	
wiper):	

Verbal	30%	(chance);	
Visual	69%		



Mion	et	al	(Brain	2010):Rela&vely	
unilateral	seman&c	demen&a:	leh	vs	right	

	•  Camel	and	cactus	test	of	‘visual	
seman&cs’		Presented	in	pictures	
with	a	4-alterna&ve	forced	choice	
eg	for	camel:	cactus	(the	
target),tree,	sunflower,or	rose.		

Verbal semantics (involving 
object naming and category 
fluency) specifically 
correlated with analogous 
left temporal region 

For	
right	
group	



A	bigger	problem	for	the	hub	model:Herpes	
simplex	encephali&s	and	category	specificity	
•  Very	rare	
•  Very	rapid	&me-course	of	illness	
•  Prior	to	1975	most	pa&ents	died	
•  Acyclovir	stopped	disease	but	medial	temporal	
lobes	ohen	gravely	damaged	

•  Rapidity	of	illness	probably	means	that		lifle	
reorganisa&on	of	func&on	occurs	(unlike	low	
grade	glioma)	

•  But	rest	of	brain	unaffected	by	disease	will	be	in	
good	shape	(unlike	stroke)	



Non-Classical	(Strong)	Dissocia&ons	–	herpes	
simplex	encephali&s	
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From original descriptions in Warrington & 
Shallice Brain 1984 

Proposal : 
Sensory 
Quality vs 
Functional 
Knowledge 

TASK – give 
distinguishing 
meaning of (as 
assessed by 
independent 
judges) 



Gainoy	(Cortex	2000)	

•  20+	herpes	encephali&c	pa&ents	reviewed	
with	a	similar	pafern	across	categories	–	
‘category	specificity’	

•  Now	considerably	more	(see	also	Capitani	et	
al	Cogni&ve	Neuropsychology	2003)	

•  Prototypic	lesions	(generally	large)	–	bilateral	
anterior	inferior	temporal	lobe,	par&cularly	
medial	–	overlaps	lesions	sute	for	seman&c	
demen&a	



Tyler	et	al	J	Cog	Neuro	2004	

Red = Domain 
level naming 

 

Green = Basic 
level Naming 

Normal 
functional 
imaging 
superimposed 
on herpes 
patients 

Black area – lesion 
of herpes patients 



But	how	to	account	for	cat	spec	on	the	hub	
model	especially	as	herpes	and	seman&c	

demen&a		have	similar	lesion	sites?	

•  Lambon	Ralph	et	al	
2007	

•  Two	different	types	of	
damage	to	the	hub	
itself	

•  NO	-	Ad	hoc	
assump&ons	and	
unsuitable	modelling	



Bramba&	et	al	(2006)	&	Campanella	et	al	(2010)		
Living	(L)	differs	from	Non-Living	(NL)	

Dementing patients 
L>NL Udine Tumour patients 

NL	>L	

L>NL	



MUCH	BETTER:Chen	(2016):	sensory-
func&on	in	the	spokes	

Cri&cal	regions	–	apart	from	the	hub	–	derived	from	metaanalysis	of	cat	spec	
func&onal	imaging	effects	
Connec&ons	based	on	probabilis&c	tractography.	Simula&on	(pa&ent)	for	verbal	input	



Impairments	of	Language	Output	
Buffers	

•  Phonological	:	Caramazza	et	
al	86	

•  IGR	-	nonwords	

•  Length	effects	
•  Errors	–	phoneme	
subs&tu&ons,	inser&ons	,	
dele&ons	and	transposi&ons	

•  1,2	or	more	in	nonword	
•  Essen&ally	the	same	pafern	
with	repe&&on,	reading	
aloud	and	wri&ng	

•  Graphemic:	Caramazza	et	al,	
87:	Caramazza	&	Miceli	90	

•  LB	-words	

•  Length	effects	
•  Errors	–	lefer	subs&tu&ons,	
inser&ons	,	dele&ons	and	
transposi&ons	

•  1,2	or	more	in	word	
•  U-shaped	serial	posi&on	
curves	



Impairment	of	Phonological	Output	
Buffer	(Caramazza-Miceli	posi&on)	

•  Paper	methodologically	
highly	innova&ve		

•  Similar	effects	across	3	
different	input-output	tasks	
(reading	aloud,	repe&&on,	
wri&ng	to	dicta&on)	

•  Indicates	deficit	before	the	
internal	processing		
trajectories	of	the	three	
tasks	separate			

•  Together	with	nature	of	
errors	

•  Phonological	Output	Buffer	



•  Two	
Phonological	
Output	
Buffer	
pa&ents	



•  Two	
Phonological	
Output	
Buffer	
pa&ents:	%	
of		different	
types	of	
errors	



Early	Graphemic	Buffer		pa&ents:	Error	
Serial	Posi&on	Curves	-			LB	and	AS	
(Jonsdoyr	et	al	1996)	

AS:	Errors	in	wri&ng	(black)	
and	oral	spelling	(white)	

LB:	Errors	in	wri&ng	



Compe&&ve	Queueing	Mechanism	
(Houghton,	1990)	

(a)	The	structure	of	the	mechanism	from	I	(ini&al)	and	E	(end)	nodes	to	the	
Compe&&ve	Filter.	(b)	Ac&va&on	of	I/E	nodes	over	&me	–	both	at	learning	and	
retrieval.	In	this	simula&on	separate	net	for	each	word.	



Compe&&ve	Queueing	Dynamics	
•  CQ	ac&va&on	dynamics	of	

nodes	represen&ng	lefers	
during	produc&on	of	the	word	
“CINEMA”.	The	ac&va&on	level	
of	each	lefer	is	shown	at	each	
&mestep	during	produc&on	of	
the	word.	The	trace	for	each	
lefer	is	labelled	at	the	point	
where	it	wins	the	compe&&on	
for	output.	

•  Note	that	post-selec&on	
inhibi&on	prevents	immediate	
repe&&ons	of	a	lefer	being	
learned	

•  Hence	an	addi&onal	geminate	
mechanism	is	required	



CQ	model	of	spelling	of	Houghton,	
Glasspool	&	Shallice	(1994)	

•  Note	the	addi&on	of	a	
geminate	(doubling	
node)		



Graphemic	Buffer	Pa&ents	and	CQ	
model	–	effects	of	(i)	word	length;	(ii)	

error	type	



Glasspool	et	al	(2006)	distributed	
compe&&ve	queuing	(CQ)	model	

Seman&c	
ac&va&ng	system	
trained	for	400	
words	using	BP		
–	when	95%	
correct,	weights	
‘frozen’.	
Rest	of	network	
then	trained	with	
seman&c	input	
using	a	lazy	
learning	rule-	
weights	changed	
only	for	a	lefer	
incorrectly	
selected	



Type	A	and	Type	B	Graphemic	Output	
Buffer	Impairment	–	Serial	Posi&on	Curves	

Type	B	also	make	‘fragment’	
errors.	Also		Type	B	tend	to		
show	deep	dysgraphic	
characteris&cs	



Glasspool	et	al	(2006)	distributed	
compe&&ve	queuing	(CQ)	model	

TYPE	B	

TYPE	A	



Hartley-Houghton	CQ	model	of	the	
phonological	output	buffer	(single	

syllable	version)	

(a)	Gives	the	overall	2-route	CQ	model	architecture	for	novel	phonological	forms	(eg	
repe&&on	of	non-words)	(b)	gives	the	in-built	internal	syllabic	representa&ons	for	the	
structure	pathway.		As	each	phoneme	presented,	only	the	phoneme	reps	in	the	next	within-
syllable	slot	are	ini&ally	candidates	



%	of	subs&tu&on	errors	(as	opposed	to	
inserts,	deletes’	transla&ons)	ie	errors	
that	retain	within-syllable	structure		

•  Phonological	output	
buffer	

•  IGR,	LT	–	75%,	72%	

•  Graphemic	output	
buffer	

•  JH,	LB,	AS,	HE	-		45%,	
53%,	32%,	31%	

Effects	of	(syllabic)	structure	weaker	for	graphemic	
output	buffer	than	for	phonological	output	buffer	->	
greater	%		of	errors	that	break	structure.	
		



Conclusions	1		
•  Cogni&on-Language	interface	for	concrete	nouns	–	hub	

plus	spokes	
•  Specifically	non-language	and	mainly	language	subsystems	

interconnected	in	a	complex	fashion.	But	concept	of	
embodiment	overly	simplis&c	and	inadequate	(leh	
temporal	hub).	

•  Cogni&on-Language	interface	for	abstract		nouns	and	verbs	
–	much	less	clear	(but	see	Shallice	&	Cooper,	2013)	

•  The	processes	underlying	the	produc&on	of	Levelt’s	
preverbal	message	remains	prefy	virgin	territory	but	it	
seems	to	exist	as	an	input	to	the	rest	of	the	language	
system	that	can	be	selec&vely	impaired.	



Conclusion	2	

•  The	language	system	uses	the	basic	neural	architecture	
of	the	rest	of	cogni&on	(eg	hub	+	spoke	model)	

•  BUT	language	subsystems	have	addi&onal	subsystem-
specific	elements	(eg	structural	pathway	in	output	
buffer	models)	

•  Some	of	these	addi&onal	elements	must	be	learned	
(wri&ng	models)	but	some	are	probably	inately	
specified	(eg	Hartley-Houghton	assump&ons	of	
structural	pathway	for	the	phonological	output	buffer).		

•  Syntax	will	require	a	lot	of	special	purpose	addi&ons.	





	Output	Buffer	Modelling	

•  Need	to	combine	symbolic	and	connec&onist	
accounts	

•  Has	been	done	fo	the	phonological	output	
buffer	(Hartley	&	Houghton,	1996)	

•  Remains	to	be	done	for	graphemic	output	
buffer	(to	my	knowledge)	



Canessa	et	al	(Cer.Cor	2008)	Manipulability	(A)	
vs	Func&on	(F)	Judgements	

ROI	analyses	in	inferior	parietal	(leh)	to	parieto-occipital	
regions	(right).	NOTE	A>F	as	one	goes	more	anterior	

AND	func&on	localisa&on	
does	not	fit	Living	
Superiority	pa&ents	


